Income Tax Analysis as a potential
additional/replacement source of
revenue to the Loveland City School
District
Summary
This report is intended to compare the two types of income taxes (traditional and earned
income) that are possible potential revenue sources for the school district.

Conclusions
1. Income tax is a viable option for LCSD to evaluate as an option for bringing money in,
with several important notes:
a. Coordination with the City of Loveland is critical to create partnership and
eliminate potential barriers. Further outreach to City leadership should be a first
step to understand the political and historic landscape before a detailed
discussion is begun.
b. Of the two types of income taxes reviewed, Earned Income Tax in this analysis
has been found by this committee to be regressive (on average) in its impact
(lower income taxpayers will pay on average more to supplement the reduced
impact on higher income taxpayers) when compared to equivalent traditional
base income tax. See discussion of FIgure 1 for more details.
c. An income tax, partnered with property taxes, is a viable option to reduce the
frequency of levy requests to the community (through the inclusion of inflation
adjustments in income overall). The risk to this situation happens when incomes
may be reduced, e.g. a recession as LCSD funding streams may be impacted.
A large percentage of current funding for LCSD comes from local property taxes (approximately
59%), followed by the State of Ohio (approximately 31%), other non-tax revenue (approximately
6%), and the Federal government (approximately 4%).
(http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Finance-and-Funding/School-Payment-Reports/District-ProfileReports/FY-2020-District-Profile)
The state uses a formula to determine how much centralized funding will be provided to each
district, largely driven by the calculated “ability to pay” of the district. This “ability to pay” is
primarily determined by property values. The higher the property values, the more the district
residents are “able to pay”. Additional inputs are accounted for based on income and wealth

adjustments, along with an offset to get to a final state contribution. Details of the process and
calculations can be found at
http://www.lsc.ohio.gov/documents/reference/current/schoolfunding/sfcr_feb2019.pdf.
Ohio House Bill 920 (H.B 920) went into effect in Ohio in 1976. This law had a significant
impact on property tax structure, and effectively removed the ability of property taxes to grow
proportionally with increases in property value. The net results of this law include:
(1) Capping the property tax at the value listed on the day of passage. Property taxes
can only adjust down from that cap (e.g., if property values fall) and can never adjust up
- even if values increase;
(2) Increasing the need for School District tax levies to be placed on the ballot. This is
due to the elimination of upward adjustments in revenue tied to values, thus eliminating
the ability of the tax base to grow along with District expenses (like healthcare,
personnel cost growth, student population, modern services, innovation, etc.).
Income taxes, however, are not disassociated with growth (or shrinkage) in income levels. They
can be assessed just as other forms of income tax (including state and federal income tax).
There are some specific requirements for School District Income Taxes in the state of Ohio that
are covered at the State of Ohio Tax Site https://tax.ohio.gov/static/tax_analysis/tax_data_series/school_district_data/sditqa.pdf
It is this specific link to income growth that led us to evaluate an Income Tax as a potential
ingredient in the District funding mix. Additionally, in recent levy campaigns there were several
questions about this topic that indicated a community interest in further learning, assessment
and analysis. Special emphasis has been placed on how an income tax would affect senior and
lower income households.
Income tax as a potential source for income is used infrequently in the state of Ohio. As of
January 1, 2021 there were 238 school districts out of 610 that used income tax as a source of
revenue. Of those, 156 employed a traditional income tax while 82 used an Earned Income.
More on the differences between these two types of income tax is explained in the following
paragraphs. District tax data (type, rates, etc.) are listed at the State of Ohio tax site:
https://tax.ohio.gov/static/employer_withholding/2021tables/2021taxyear/schooldistricts2021.pdf
(This document is also attached as Appendix ).
It should be noted that the majority of schools differ from LCSD in the following ways:
1. LCSD is a significant outlier when compared to average districts in Ohio on the basis of
business contribution to the tax base. LCSD receives only 8% of funding from this
demographic, while the average district receives ~26% of funds from businesses. See
Table 1.
2. Splitting districts with one or the other income tax shows that:
a. Districts with an Income tax receive 20.6% of funds from business taxes.
b. Districts without an Income tax receive 28.7% of funds from business taxes.

3. Additionally, this table shows that LCSD is approximately average in all other compared
measures that impact funding calculations.
Table 1:

Table 2 shows the top 10 matches in an analysis of what Ohio districts are “most like” LCSD.
The analysis looks at (1) all of the listed demographic categories from the Cupp Report; (2)
calculates differences from LCSD’s values and indexes them on a 0-1 scale using standard
deviations; (3) applies a weighting of factors (40% - Business Tax base; 10% Per pupil revenue
generated by 1 MIL property tax; 10% Median Income Levels; and 40% State Revenue); and
finally (4) rank orders them by how well they match LCSD’s corresponding score.
This data again highlights our position relative to the Business Tax Base. Overall, LCSD is
ranked 578 in the state for business tax contribution. Of the 10 closest match districts, 4 are
ranked lower than LCSD, and 6 higher. Once you get past the two districts above LCSD relative
to the business tax contribution, the relative increase in tax base would represent a 25% or
greater increase in LCSD business tax revenue.
Table 2:

Our Focus
Our goal, as the Loveland City School District’s (LCSD) Planning Commission Finance
Committee, is to research and analyze opportunities that can help make the district stable
financially while also minimizing the need for increased property tax based funding over time
(i.e. minimize levy requests). We focused on both short-term and long-term possibilities that
reduce spending and increase revenue to the school district. The committee felt that exploring
alternative sources of income to the district was an important initiative. When thinking about
income tax, we felt the following four points were important:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the regulations and process required to place an income tax on the ballot.
Understand the differences between types of income tax, and the implications of each.
Understand the impact to the community of various levels of potential income tax.
Compare the magnitude of property taxes to income taxes when raising funds for the
district.

Sources and Uses of the Data
Regulations and Process Required to Place an Income Tax on the Ballot: The State of
Ohio Department of Taxation website has all of the relevant requirements and regulations listed.
See Figure 2 for a summary of the process from the State of Ohio Documentation.
1. Differences Between Traditional and Earned Income Tax: We researched the specific
differences between Traditional and Earned income tax to understand the requirements,
differences in the tax base and impacts to various demographics of the LCSD citizens.
2. The Impact to Our Community: Based on community population, income, property
value and other factors, we were able to determine the equivalent taxes required to
generate similar funding, the approximate impacts of those tax levels on the population,
and attempted to understand those against the distribution of wealth in the community to
assess how progressive/regressive a tax might be. We also consulted a CPA to ensure
that our assumptions were reasonable and the analysis was sound in the abstract.

What We Learned
1. The State of Ohio allows Traditional and Earned income taxes to be levied as a
revenue-generating option to fund local schools. The requirements for inclusion are
virtually identical to those of a property tax levy (See Figure 2). School district income
taxes that are passed act just as other income taxes in that they are an annual tax as a
percentage of income and remain in place unless they are actively removed or changed
through another ballot issue.
2. (https://tax.ohio.gov/static/tax_analysis/tax_data_series/school_district_data/sditqa.pdf see item 25)

a. The school board must certify the issue and submit it to the board of elections for
inclusion on the local ballot.
b. Tax rates must be in increments of 0.25% and must specify whether traditional or
earned income tax base.
c. The tax only applies to residents who LIVE within the funded school district. It
has no bearing on those who live outside the district and work within the district.
3. The two types of tax bases available for taxation are ‘Traditional’ and ‘Earned’. The
Traditional base is the same tax base calculated for State of Ohio income tax (entered
on line 5 of the state return). Earned income tax base includes ONLY wages, salaries,
and other compensation and net earnings from self employment (including income from
partnerships). This excludes all other types of income, and does not allow for personal
exemptions included in the Traditional tax base. See Table 1.
a. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE that since the State of Ohio EXCLUDES retirement
income from Social Security in its calculated tax base for income tax, there are
no differences in how that income is protected in a School Funding Income Tax.
BOTH TAX BASES exclude SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME (see Table 1 for what
is/is not included in each tax base) and therefore either option should provide
some protection for LCSD residents on fixed retirement income.
b. Earned income excludes:
i.
All retirement income, AND
ii.
interest, dividends, capital gains, etc.
4. Using data from the IRS for the 45140 zip code we compared the tax implications for an
earned income tax and a traditional income tax for the members of our community
across income brackets.

Figure 1: Panel A

Figure 1 presents two levels of Earned income tax to a Traditional benchmark of 1%.
The 1% Earned tax shows the direct comparison to the 1% Traditional tax, while the
1.34% Earned tax shows the impact of the tax needed to generate the same revenue vs.
the Traditional 1% tax.
The income bracket cutoffs are from the original IRS data. All numbers representing
potential taxes paid are average per household numbers. In the revenue-neutral
comparison between a Traditional income tax and an Earned income tax, all income
brackets below $200k per year would pay more taxes on average per household with an
Earned income tax, while earners above $200k per year would pay less tax on average
with an Earned income tax relative to a Traditional income tax. Also, higher income
households on average receive a smaller share of their income from earned income.
These two facts show that, (again, on average),in LCSD, an Earned Income Tax would
be a regressive tax (in other words, taxes a higher proportion from lower-income
households),while a Traditional Income Tax would be closer to a flat tax (where everyone
is charged the same percent tax regardless of their income).
Figure 1: Panel B

Panel B presents the difference between a revenue neutral comparison of a traditional
income tax to an earned income tax. To raise the same amount of money, all income
groups below $200,000 per year would pay more under an earned income tax than a
traditional income tax. Only incomes over $200,000 would pay less with an earned
income tax. Further, as a percentage of total income, the traditional income tax is flat,
while the earned income tax is regressive.
5. Given that additional income is excluded from an Earned Income Tax, we estimate that
an Earned Income Tax rate would need to be approximately 34% higher than a

Traditional Income Tax rate to generate the same revenue for the district (ie 1.00% for
Traditional vs. 1.34% for Earned)
6. We compared different demographics, income levels, etc. to gauge the impacts of an
income tax on the LCSD community. All Data comes from the IRS source presented
below. (See attached deck).
a. The 60+ population in the community (assumed to be representative of having an
interest in protecting social security income (SSI) from the tax base) are less
represented in the lower income levels of the district than the under 60
population. The Over Age 60 was used rather than age 65 and older, age 70 and
older, or another age cutoff because that was the age that was used in the IRS
data. The distributions are:

b. To further understand how the senior members of the community would be
impacted, we examined the members of the community that are currently
receiving Social Security. Again those on Social Security are less represented in
the lower income brackets of the community. The population in the community on
social security income (SSI) are:

Tax Revenue Impact of Income Tax Compared to Property Tax
Property tax proposals can be raised in quarter point increments (ie 0.25%, 0.50%, …). Based
on the current tax base of Loveland School District, we have estimated the tax revenue that
would be raised from an income tax and how that revenue compares to property tax rates:
●
●
●

For each 0.25% of a traditional income tax, the district would raise approximately $4 M in
revenue.
For each 0.25% of an earned income tax, the district would raise approximately $3 M in
revenue.
$4 M in property tax revenue translates to between 4.25 and 4.5 mills in local property
tax

Additional Considerations
In the course of our analysis, it was pointed out that there are ‘traditional domains’ when it
comes to the politics of Income Taxes - namely that the City tends to own income tax, while the
Schools own property tax as a method of revenue generation. An important next step of any
path forward that includes income taxes of any kind would be to coordinate with the City of
Loveland to ensure that any issues are discovered early vs. later in the process.

Additional Information and References
Table 1:
Traditional Tax Base

Earned Income Tax Base

Income that is not taxed:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Social Security benefits;
disability and survivor benefits;
railroad retirement benefits;
welfare benefits;
child support;
property received as a gift,
bequest or inheritance;
workers’ compensation
benefits.

all other types of income and
deductions that are included in the
traditional income tax base (interest,
dividends, capital gains, pensions,
etc.), and does not allow the personal
exemptions that are allowed under the
traditional tax base.

Income that IS taxed:
wages; salaries; tips; interest;
dividends; unemployment
compensation; self-employment to the

wages, salaries, and other
compensation and net earnings from
self employment

extent included in OAGI; taxable
scholarships
and fellowships; pensions; annuities;
IRA distributions; capital gains; state
and local
bond interest (except that paid by
Ohio governments); federal bond
interest exempt
from federal tax but subject to state
tax; alimony received; and all other
sources.

(including income from partnerships),
to the extent the income is included in
modified
adjusted gross income (MAGI), of the
residents of the school district.

Figure 2:
How to add a SDIT to the Ballot (copied from “Guide to Ohio’s School District Income Tax”
Section 25, Page 10)
25. WHAT PROCEDURES MUST A SCHOOL BOARD FOLLOW TO PLACE A SDIT ISSUE
BEFORE THE VOTERS (RULES ARE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FOR TAXES BEING
PROPOSED WHEN COMBINED WITH A BOND UNDER ORC 5748.08. See #27)?
a) A resolution stating the necessity of raising additional school dollars must be passed by the
school board and received by the Ohio Tax Commissioner at least 100 days prior to an election.
The resolution must include the dollar amount to be generated, the base of the tax (traditional
vs. earned income) and, if property taxes are to be reduced, the levy to be reduced and the
amount of gross millage to be reduced. School districts needing instruction on resolution
formats should contact their school board association. This resolution can be mailed to: Ohio
Department of Taxation Tax Analysis Division 30 E. Broad St., 22nd Floor Columbus, OH 43215
To submit the resolution electronically, please call the Tax Commissioner’s office at (614) 4662166 for the contact information of the person authorized to receive such resolutions.
b) The Tax Commissioner has ten days from the receipt of the initial school board resolution to
provide tax rate, equivalent millage, and, if necessary, effective millage reduction estimates.
School boards are required to draft a new resolution and to receive a new certified rate estimate
each time the question is to be put on the ballot.
c) School boards must submit a resolution to the county board of elections at least 90 days prior
to the date of the election chosen for the question to appear on the ballot.
d) The resolution to be certified to the county board of elections must include: the date of the
upcoming election, the purpose for which the tax is to be imposed, the tax rate, the base of the
tax, the duration of the tax, the date that the tax will take effect, and, if necessary, the amount of
millage to be reduced.

Appendices:
(1) Schooldistricts2021.pdf from the Ohio State Tax Site

TAX COMPARISON CHART
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
TRADITIONAL INCOME
TAX

●
●

EARNED INCOME TAX

●
●

●
●
BOTH TYPES OF TAXES
●
●
●

POTENTIAL CONCERNS

Brings in more revenue
for lower rate
Used in districts which
have less business tax
income

●

Some retirees feel that
because their income is
fixed, they should not
have to pay the same
percentage tax as those
who are still in the
workforce.

Protects passive
retirement income
Retired voters may be
more willing to vote for
future levies if their
retirement income is
protected.
City of Loveland uses
earned income tax

●

Requires a higher rate
to earn the same
amount of money as the
traditional tax
On average a
regressive tax on
traditional income
earners

Social Security
payments are excluded
Can be continuing or a
fixed # of years
Can be accompanied by
a reduction in property
tax millage
Allows for steady income
with less reliance on
levies

●

●

●
●

If a repeal effort is made
on an existing tax and
fails, the issue cannot
appear on a ballot again
until the same fixed
number of years of the
tax has passed.
Perceived conflict with
City of Loveland’s tax.
Requires filing an
additional tax form
(Ohio SD 100)

Links:
Ohio Department of Taxation - School District Income Tax Site:
https://tax.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/tax/individual/school-district-income-tax
Ohio Department of Taxation - School District Income Tax Questions and Answers - “Guide to
Ohio’s School District Income Tax”
https://tax.ohio.gov/static/tax_analysis/tax_data_series/school_district_data/sditqa.pdf
Districts in Ohio with Income Tax (FYI: Kirk sent to me today)
https://tax.ohio.gov/static/employer_withholding/2021tables/2021taxyear/schooldistricts2021.pdf
IRS Zip Code Level Income Tax Statistics:
https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-statistics-zip-code-data-soi

